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[1] Curie point temperatures (TC) of natural and synthetic magnetic materials are commonly determined in
rock magnetism by several measurement methods that can be mutually incompatible and may lead to inconsis-
tent results. Here the common evaluation routines for high-temperature magnetization and magnetic initial
susceptibility curves are analyzed and revised based on Landau’s theory of second-order phase transitions. It
is confirmed that in high-field magnetization curves TC corresponds to the inflection point, below the
temperature of maximum curvature or the double-tangent intersection point. At least four different physical
processes contribute to the initial magnetic susceptibility near the ordering temperature. They include variation
of saturation magnetization, superparamagnetic behavior, magnetization rotation, and magnetic domain wall
motion. Because each of these processes may influence the apparent position of TC, initial susceptibility and
high-field curves can yield deviating estimates of TC. A new procedure is proposed to efficiently determine
the temperature variation of several magnetic parameters on a vibrating-sample magnetometer, by repeatedly
measuring quarter-hysteresis loops during a single heating cycle. This procedure takes measurements during
the inevitable waiting time necessary for thermal equilibration of the sample, whereby it is not slower than
the commonly performed measurements on a Curie balance. However, it returns saturation magnetization,
saturation remanence, high-field and low-field slopes, and other parameters as a function of temperature, which
provide independent information about TC and other sample properties.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Curie Point Determination in Rock
Magnetism

[2] The Curie, or Néel temperature of a ferromag-
netic or ferrimagnetic, or antiferromagnetic material,
is the temperature where its uncompensated spins in
zero-field undergo a second-order phase transition
from a thermally disordered high-temperature to a
magnetically ordered low-temperature state. For
simplicity, we here follow the practice of Petrovský
and Kapi�cka [2006] and use the term Curie point
temperature (TC) to denote all cases. The measure-
ment of TC is one of the central techniques in rock
magnetism. In most applications it is a fast, reliable,
and well-proven method to determine the predomi-
nant magnetic minerals in natural or synthetic sam-
ples, even if their concentrations are small. This is
so for several reasons:

1. Magnetic measurements are very sensitive,
and the presence or absence of magnetic signals
are very easily and precisely detectable.

2. The two most common natural magnetic
oxides have clearly distinct Curie points: magnetite
at 580�C, and hematite at 680�C [Petersen and
Bleil, 1982].

3. Within the common natural solid-solution
series of magnetic minerals, titanomagnetites,
titanomaghemites, titanohematites, and ferri-ilmenites,
the Curie point temperature varies over a wide temper-
ature range and can be used to tightly constrain the
magnetic-mineral composition or oxidation state
[Petersen and Bleil, 1982].

[3] Because magnetic measurements are very sensi-
tive, the onset of magnetic ordering can be observed
using different magnetic measurement parameters,
like static in-field magnetization, or AC-susceptibility.
In both cases the transition from a less magnetized
to a more magnetized state within a relatively
small temperature interval is observed and correctly
interpreted as resulting from the magnetic ordering
that takes place when crossing the Curie point during
cooling. However, there is no clear practical agree-
ment about the accurate position of TC within this
temperature interval that for magnetite easily covers
from 10�C up to 30�C or more. This usually is of
minor importance, e.g., when the value of TC is used
to distinguish between magnetite and hematite, or
when the measurement should yield an average
estimate for the composition of a titanomagnetite.
However, when a precise composition determination
is needed, or when two phases coexist with very close
Curie point temperatures, inconsistent measurement

methods for TC can lead to severely misleading
conclusions. The aim of this article is to clarify
the theoretical background of different approaches
presently used to measure the Curie point tempera-
ture, and in addition to propose a new experimental
protocol to reliably determine an accurate value of
TC using a high-temperature vibrating-sample
magnetometer (VSM).

1.2. Common Methods for Curie Point
Determination

[4] There are several types of instruments in use to
determine approximate Curie point temperatures.
An overview of the different methods to determine
Ms(T)-curves can be found in Collinson [1993]. In
a Curie balance, a field—typically between
m0Hex=0.1 T and 1 T—is generated in a small area,
leading to a strong field gradient that draws ferro-
magnetic and paramagnetic substances toward the
stronger magnetic field, while diamagnetic sub-
stances are repulsed. This force is then precisely
compensated by an additional coil. The current re-
quired for this compensation is proportional to the
magnetization of the sample in the external field
Hex. Ferromagnets (and also ferrimagnets) are para-
magnetic aboveTC and still carry an induced magne-
tization. Most natural samples also contain other
paramagnetic minerals contributing a magnetization
wp(T)Hex that is considered as a major source of
smoothing of the transition [e.g., Tauxe, 1998].
Two other possible smoothing mechanisms are inho-
mogeneity of the ferrimagnetic material and a tem-
perature gradient inside the sample. Both effects lead
to a smoothing of the transition due to an apparent or
real distribution of Curie point temperatures as
sketched in Figure 1. To obtain the correct Curie
points from such smoothed measurements, a number
of different methods have been suggested and used in
the rock magnetic literature.

[5] Ade-Hall et al. [1965] used a Chevallier torsion
balance for measuring the induced magnetization in
0.1 T. They introduced the “practical definition” of
the Curie point TC, as the “temperature at which the
curvature of the concave part of the heating curve is
a maximum”. In view of our theoretical consider-
ations below, their justification for this definition is
interesting: “The point of inflection was far too poorly
defined to provide a practical Curie point” [Ade-Hall
et al., 1965]. This method of maximum curvature is
now one of the two most common methods used to
determine TC in rock magnetism [e.g., Tauxe, 1998;
Leonhardt, 2006; Lagroix et al., 2004].
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[6] The other very common method is the two-
tangent method, initially described by Grommé
et al. [1969]: “Curie points were determined by
drawing straight lines approximately coinciding
with the J–T-curve respectively above and below
the estimated Curie point, and projecting their
intersection to the temperature axis.” They do not
give a physical argument for this method, but point
out that they individually chose the external field
Hex between 140 and 400 mT to coincide with the
“knee” of the J–H-curve of the sample—probably
measured at room temperature—in order to avoid
unnecessary large induced magnetization from
paramagnetic substances in the sample.

[7] To devise a physically based method to deter-
mine Curie points for irreversible heating curves of
titanomaghemites, Moskowitz [1981] analyzed the
graphical two-tangent method and proposed a new
extrapolation method that is based on the Landau
theory of second-order phase transitions, and provides
an estimate of TC by using only data acquired below
TC. A drawback of this approach is that it essentially
uses the absolute value of the magnetization, and
therefore can only be used for the highest Curie point
temperature occurring in the sample.

[8] This disadvantage also applies to the Arrott plot,
which is based on a molecular-field approximation of
the free energy as a function of spontaneous

magnetization, and widely used in physics to deter-
mine the Curie point of pure substances [Arrott,
1957; Arrott and Noakes, 1967]. A general introduc-
tion is found in Bertotti [1998] (section 5.1.3).

[9] Curie point temperatures have also been de-
termined from curves of temperature-dependent
magnetic initial susceptibility w0(T). The impor-
tance of the difference between determining TC

from Ms(T) and w0(T) is pointed out by Petrovský
and Kapi�cka [2006], where methods to determine
TC from measurements of the initial susceptibility
are analyzed. They conclude that the two-tangent
method is not suitable for w0(T) and can consider-
ably overestimate TC.

[10] The physical origin of w0(T) close to TC is
more challenging than that of Ms(T), because a
number of low-field effects are important for w0
(T), but become negligible in the higher fields
used to infer Ms(T). The variation of m depends
not only on the variation of Ms(H,T) with
field H, it also contains a contribution from a
rotation of the ordered moment with respect to
an easy magnetization axis, and contributions
from thermally activated switching of small
independent – but already magnetically ordered –
regions (e.g., SP particles). In large bulk material
domain-wall movement contributes to w0(T)
even slightly below TC. In nanoparticles the inho-
mogeneity of MS, due to the different exchange
coupling of inner and surface atoms, is of addi-
tional importance.

1.3. Toward Unifying Theory and
Experiment in Curie Point Determination

[11] In this article, we focus on the behavior of
Ms(T) and w0(T) of bulk material, where magnetic
long-range order can develop without significant
influence from particle boundaries and interfaces.
Variation of TC and Ms(T) with particle size is
relevant for nanoparticles only [Shcherbakov
et al., 2012].

2. The Curie Point Temperature in
Landau Theory With Field Term

[12] The study of the magnetic phase transition at
the Curie point is commonly formulated in terms
of the Landau theory based on the approximate
fourth-order expansion of the zero-field free
energy near TC in terms of the order parameter
m=Ms(T)/Ms(0), which yields
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Figure 1. The concept behind determining the Curie
point by maximum curvature or two-tangent crossing.
The theoretically sharp transition at T/TC,0 is smoothed
by inhomogeneities in either composition or temperature
of the material. In addition, paramagnetic magnetization
from the substance itself or from matrix minerals can
further diffuse the transition. Also, magnetization offsets
from ordered phases with a higher TC do commonly
occur. The figure shows how a distribution (shaded
distribution) of ideal Ms(T)-curves (white lines) with
slightly different TC values lead to a smoothed average
curve (black line). A more comprehensive concept is
developed in the text.
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F ¼ F0 þ bm4 þ a tm2: (1)

[13] Here t= (T�TC)/TC, F0 is constant, and a,
b> 0. Due to the time inversion symmetry of the
Maxwell equations, F contains no odd terms in m.
At the minima ofF one has dF/dm=0, d2F/dm2> 0
and therefore

mj j ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a

2bTC

r
TC � Tð Þ1=2 T < TC½ �; (2)

where the Iverson bracket [X] is defined to be one, if
the logical statement X is true, and zero otherwise.
This characteristic square root behavior of m(T )
apparently sharply defines TC. Unfortunately, this
result is based on the absence of external fields, even
though it has traditionally been used to interpret data
from measurements performed within external fields
of considerable strength. In the full Landau theory [e.
g., Landau and Lifshitz, 1980, chap. 144], the field
energy �mH is explicitly taken into account and
the free energy becomes

F ¼ F0 þ bm4 þ a tm2 �mH : (3)

[14] The condition dF/dm=0 leads to

4bm3 þ 2a tm ¼ H : (4)

[15] By rescaling m and H to mscaled= sm with
s2= 2b/a, and h= s/(2a)H the equation becomes

m3 þ tm ¼ h: (5)

[16] After rescaling, the derivatives m0,m00 of m
with respect to t fulfill the equations

3m2m0 þm þ tm0 ¼ 0: (6)

and
3m2m00 þ 6m m0ð Þ2 þ 2m0 þ tm00 ¼ 0: (7)

[17] At an inflection point with m00 =0 and m0 6¼ 0
the last equation yields 3 mm0 =� 1, which if
substituted into (6) yields t=0.

[18] This implies that within an external field, the
Curie point corresponds to the temperature where
the magnetization curve has an inflection point
with m00 =0. This also is the minimum of the
derivative m0. The theoretical predictions from
Landau theory are plotted for different normalized
fields h in Figure 2. Note that in case of h 6¼ 0
there is no second-order phase transition from a
disordered to an ordered state anymore, because only
for h = 0 the magnetization m has a discontinuity of
its first derivative at t = 0. Within an external field,
the condition m00=0 rather marks a crossover from

a field-ordered to an exchange-ordered state, which
develops into a phase transition when the field is
removed.

[19] The methods of linear extrapolation or maxi-
mum curvature, which are commonly used in geo-
physics, are inspired by the zero-field analysis (2)
and result in too high estimates of TC when
applied to in-field measurements. At the Curie point
t = 0 one obtains from (5) the scaling relation

m ¼ h1=3: (8)

[20] This relation can be used for a precise determi-
nation of TC by either plotting m3 versus h in the
Arrott plot [Arrott, 1957], which is widely used in
physics to determine TC for pure materials, or by
plotting m3/h as a function of h for different tem-
peratures, and choosing the temperature where for
high h the plot best approaches a constant value
m3/h. A method equivalent to the Arrott plot was
used in Moskowitz [1993] to determine TC for syn-
thetic titanomagnetites. The main disadvantage of
this method is that admixtures of other magnetic
minerals destroy the scaling relation (8).

[21] Calculating the derivative d/dh in (5) yields for
the inverse of the susceptibility w=dm/dh the relation

1=w ¼ 3m2 þ t: (9)

[22] This relation predicts a singularity of the ini-
tial susceptibility exactly at TC. Generalizations
of this equation, e.g., for ferrimagnets [Néel,
1948], predict a similar peak. Yet, experimental
data show that low-field, or initial susceptibility
w0(T) typically has a step-like shape with a sharp
decrease near or at TC on heating. A remnant of
the above theoretical peak, which here will be
denoted as Landau peak, is often only observed
for the high-field slope whf. To understand this
behavior, it is necessary to extend the free-energy
expression (1) by an anisotropy-energy term that
describes an additional degree of freedom for
the ordered magnetic moment, namely a rotation
away from its easy axis. This and other additional
susceptibility mechanisms are discussed in the
next section.

3. Initial SusceptibilityNear theCurie Point

[23] Close to the ordering temperature, the mag-
netic initial susceptibility w0(T) is influenced by
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several independent mechanisms by which a small
applied field generates a magnetization along the
field axis. To classify these, it is assumed that a
thermally stable magnetic particle with total
volume v, and saturation magnetization Ms con-
tains a number of magnetic phases with volumes
vi and magnetization directions mi. At zero field
almost all phases correspond to magnetic domains
aligned with easy anisotropy axes. The total mag-
netization then is

M ¼ 1

v

X
i

Msvimi; (10)

whereby the susceptibility contains the three terms

dM

dH
¼ 1

v

X
i

dMs

dH
vimi þMs

dvi
dH

mi þMsvi
dmi

dH

� �
: (11)

[24] The first term represents the change ofMs with
field (para-effect), the second term represents
domain wall motion and the corresponding change
in domain volumes. The third term represents
rotation of magnetization directions within the
domains against magnetic anisotropy. At high

temperatures above TC, exchange couplings
between atoms are small in comparison to thermal
energy, and the individual atoms react to an exter-
nal field through the mechanisms of diamagnetism
and paramagnetism. Near, but belowTC, the whole
particle volume is only one magnetic domain, and
because thermal energy dominates, its direction
behaves paramagnetically, and magnetic anisot-
ropy is less effective. This is the superparamagnetic
state with its associated susceptibility. These main
physical mechanisms of magnetic susceptibility
are sketched in Figure 3, and below will be
discussed separately with respect to their influence
upon the determination of TC. Their relative
contributions at a specific temperature depend on
the grain-size distribution within the sample.
Accordingly, the shape of the magnetic susceptibil-
ity curve strongly depends on grain size.

3.1. Susceptibility Due to Variation ofMs(H)
[25] The first term on the right-hand side of (11)
describes the so-called para-effect due to the varia-
tion dMs /dH at a fixed temperature [Holstein and
Primakoff, 1940]. Physically, it results from the
fact that below TC the saturation magnetization in
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Figure 2. Plots of (a) magnetic moment m(t), (b) susceptibility w(t), (c) slope m0(t), and (d) curvature m00(t) as a
function of normalized field h temperature t for the phase transition in the scaled Landau theory. The Curie point at
t = 0 corresponds for nonzero field values h to the point of steepest slope, which is the minimum of m0(t), or the zero
of m00(t). The point of maximum curvature shifts toward higher temperature with increasing external field h. Also, the
maximum of in-field magnetic susceptibility lies above the Curie point. In small fields, magnetic susceptibility has a
sharp peak almost at t = 0.
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zero field represents an equilibrium between
exchange coupling and thermal activation. The
average spin contributed to Ms by a magnetic ion
like Fe3+ is lower than its theoretical value at T
= 0 K. By applying a field, the coupling between
neighboring spins is effectively enhanced which
shifts the equilibrium to increased spin alignment
and in turn also increases Ms. In Landau theory
the para-effect is implicitly described by equation
(5), and Figure 2b shows that only close to TC it
contributes noticeably to w0(T). According to (9),
w0 has a singularity at TC, where t and m are zero.
This singularity is effectively suppressed in any
finite applied field, even in those used for measur-
ing w0. The para-effect therefore is not necessarily
recognized in real measurements of w0(T), where
other susceptibility mechanisms are more promi-
nent. However, the increase of Ms(H) with field
still occurs at high fields, where all other mecha-
nisms are saturated, whereby the para-effect can
generate a clear Landau peak of high-field sus-
ceptibility whf (T) slightly above TC, which is in
accordance with Figure 2b. Note that within a
field, Ms is nonzero even above TC, because
the field cooperates with the exchange coupling.

Inserting (8) into (9) yields exactly at TC the re-
lation whf (h)/ h� 2/3. The general analysis by
Holstein and Primakoff [1940] otherwise gives
whf (h)/ h� 1/2.

3.2. Susceptibility Due to Anisotropy

[26] A significant contribution to w0(T) just below
TC is rotation of a single-domain magnetic moment
against magnetic anisotropy (Figure 3c). By this
mechanism w0(T) maintains a high value on cooling.
Magnetic anisotropy defines preferred magnetization
directions (easy axes) for the ordered spins in zero
field, and can be due to either crystallographic anisot-
ropy, or shape anisotropy, whereby the latter arises
from the self-demagnetizing effect in elongated
single-domain particles. Applying a field rotates the
spins away from its easy axis, thereby providing a
susceptibility mechanism even when there is no
change in Ms.

[27] For a theoretical treatment, one can extend
the Ginzburg-Landau theory from the previous
section. The mean magnetic moment per atom is
M=mS mB, where S is the spin quantum number,
and mB the Bohr magneton. The uniaxial anisot-
ropy energy from shape anisotropy per atom
contributes an energy K(m)= km2sin2(f� y),
where f denotes the angle between easy axis
and field direction, and y ≤f denotes the angle
between field and mean magnetization vector m.
The modified Landau free energy per atom
thereby becomes

F ¼ at
2
m2 þ b

4
m4 þKm2sin2 f� yð Þ �mSmB H cos y:

(12)

[28] To estimate the relative size of these terms,
Shcherbakov et al. [2012] use a mean-field approx-
imation of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian to obtain an
approximation Fmf for the free energy F, which
results in

Fmf ¼ kBTC
3S t

2 1þ Sð Þm
2

þ kBTC
9S 1þ 2S 1þ Sð Þð Þ

40 1þ Sð Þ3 m4: (13)

[29] The normalized parameters a and b are
therefore

H

Ms

Rotation against
anisotropy

Statistical alignment of
thermally activated
superparamagnetic moments

Domain wall motion
in MD particles

Variation of spontanous
magnetization (para-effect)

Figure 3. Four independent mechanisms of magnetic
susceptibility in a ferrimagnet as discussed in the text.
When increasing the field by a vector DH the magnetic
moment aligned with this direction (black) also increases
as compared to the initial or opposite magnetization
(white). The different mechanisms are: (a) Field-induced
change of Ms (para-effect), (b) superparamagnetism, (c)
rotation against anisotropy, where f denotes the angle
of the field to an easy axis, and y the deflection of the
moment due to the applied field. (d) Domain wall motion
in multidomain particles.
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a ¼ a

kBTC
¼ 3S

1þ S
; (14)

b ¼ b

kBTC
¼ 9S 1þ 2S 1þ Sð Þð Þ

10 1þ Sð Þ3 : (15)

[30] Equation (12), after division by kBTC therefore
yields

f ¼ F

kBTC
¼ at

2
m2 þ b

4
m4 þ k

2
m2 sin2 f� yð Þ � mh cos y:

(16)

[31] Here the normalized material and field parame-
ters are

k ¼ 2K

kBTC
; (17)

and

h ¼ Sm BH

kBTC
: (18)

[32] A realistic order of magnitude for the rescaled
anisotropy constant k and field h can be estimated.
For magnetite the shape anisotropy constant at
room temperature is approximately m0M

2
s �

3 � 104 J/m3 and kBTC� 1.2 � 10� 20 J/atom. The
magnetite unit-cell contains 3Z/2=12 pairs of Fe
atoms—or ferrimagnetic moments—and has vol-
ume V� 5.91 � 10� 28 m3. In combination, this re-
sults in k� 2 � 10� 5. On the other hand, an external
field of B = 1 mT corresponds to h� 2 � 10� 7.

[33] For a given angle f2 [0, p/2], minimization
of (16) with respect to y and m results in the
equations

@f

@m
¼ atm þ bm3 þ km sin2 f� yð Þ � h cos y ¼ 0; (19)

@f

@y
¼ km2

2
sin 2 y� fð Þ þm h sin y ¼ 0: (20)

[34] Clearly, for h = 0, m=0, y=f is a solution,
which becomes unstable at t = 0, where @ 2F/
@m2 changes sign. For the region, where t < 0,
these equations cannot be solved analytically, but
numerical solutions can be readily found. The
resulting magnetization curve depends on the
relative values of h and k (Figure 4). If km≪ h,
which for constant h applies somewhere in the vi-
cinity of TC, then y � 0, and the magnetization is
directed along the field direction. In this case an-
isotropy is negligible, and (19) and (20) reduce to

the pure Landau theory, wherem ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
at=b

p
, such

that h > km is equivalent to t< b/a(h/k)2. Because
k(t) vanishes rapidly near TC, for constant h there
always is a temperature range close to TC, where
anisotropy is negligible and m(t,h), and accord-
ingly the susceptibility measured with a constant
amplitude, follows pure Landau theory. For lower
temperature and small field the situation is more
interesting. For example, at h/k� 0.01, and suffi-
ciently low temperature, m is almost constant;
however, its direction changes. Its component
along the field follows from (19), and for a small
field with h≪ km one obtains

f� y � h sin y
km

: (21)

[35] The observed magnetization projection on the
field direction, mobs, can then be estimated by

mobs ¼ m cos y � m cosfþ h sin2 y
k

: (22)

[36] By integrating this over a constant random dis-
tribution of easy axes, the first term averages to
zero. For the second term the fact that f� y is
small implies by (21) that

sin2 y � sin2 f� h

km
sin 2f sinf; (23)

and the susceptibility due to rotation is obtained as

wrot0 ¼ mobs

h
� 2

3k
; (24)

where the dependence of Ms on h due to the para-
effect has been neglected. Otherwise, the approxi-
mation agrees with the exact calculation in the
appendix, that yields for T < TC or t < 0

w0 ¼ � 1

6at
þ 2

3k
: (25)

[37] This result shows that the rotational initial sus-
ceptibility near TC creates the characteristic step
function, which is often observed as a prominent
feature in measurements of initial susceptibility as
a function of temperature.

3.3. Susceptibility Due to Domain Wall
Motion

[38] In case of large crystals of a soft magnetic ma-
terial, domain-wall motion could contribute to the
initial susceptibility in the vicinity of TC. Some
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models show that the initial susceptibility
wdw due to domain wall motion is propor-
tional toMs Tð Þ= ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

K Tð Þp
, where K(T) denotes

the magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant [Träuble,
1966]. At high temperatures magnetostrictive
effects and magnetization rotation constrain this
susceptibility. For large magnetite particles of
size d one can assume that classical domain
wall movement can occur only if the wall thickness
d � 3

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A=K

p
≪d . Because for magnetite A(T )/Ms

(T )2, and K(T )/Ms(T )12 [Fletcher and O’Reilly,
1974] the total effect of domain wall motion can be
written as

wdw Tð Þ ¼ wdw;0 d0
ms Tð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k Tð Þp ≪d

" #
ms Tð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k Tð Þp (26)

where ms(T )=Ms(T )/Ms(0), k(T )=K(T )/K(0),
d0 is the domain wall width, wdw,0 the domain wall
susceptibility at T = 0 K, and [. . .] again is the
Iverson bracket. As long as there are domain walls
in the particles, the demagnetizing effect further re-
duces the externally measured apparent susceptibility
wa with respect to the internal susceptibility wdw
through

wa Tð Þ ¼ wdw
1þNd wdw

; (27)

where Nd� 1/3 is an average demagnetizing factor
[Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997, equation (9.4)]. The
fact that wdw is set to zero above a critical nucle-
ation temperature does not necessarily mean that
the experimentally determined susceptibility
changes substantially. It only means that domain
wall motion is no longer the predominant mecha-
nism by which the particle responds to field

variations. When the domain-wall width d be-
comes comparable to the grain size, the grain can
no longer host multiple domains and different
magnetization structures form. One of the possible
configurations is a vortex structure [Williams and
Dunlop, 1989] positioned approximately in the
center of the particle, such that the net magnetiza-
tion is about zero for h = 0. Micromagnetic calcu-
lations indicate that the susceptibility due to spin
motions in a vortex state with fixed central axis
is comparable to that from other susceptibility
mechanisms for a field applied along the vortex
axis [Heider et al., 1996], and that the exchange
energy for platelets is practically insensitive to
the movement of the vortex axis during the initial
stage of the magnetization process under the action
of the external field [Scholz et al., 2003; Shcherba-
kov and Winklhofer, 2010], which means that the
apparent susceptibility of the vortex structure es-
sentially follows equation (27).

[39] Figure 5a shows that the width of a 180� Bloch
wall for magnetite increases very strongly as a
function of temperature. Consequently, only very
large particles may show a contribution of wdw near
TC, as indicated in Figure 5b. Therefore, domain
wall motion is of little importance near TC, but
for large particles it leads to a noticeable suscepti-
bility below TC that decays toward lower tempera-
tures as the anisotropy |K(T)| increases.

3.4. Susceptibility Due to
Superparamagnetism

[40] A third influence upon w0(T) is due to the
superparamagnetic behavior of small particles. This
effect has two components, both of which can be
extremely important. If the particle size of the

m
, m

’/1
00

0
m’

m

Figure 4. Magnetic moment m, and slope m0 (a), as well as low-field susceptibility w0, as a function of normalized
temperature t=T/TC� 1 and normalized field h for the phase transition in the scaled Landau theory with anisotropy
term. The normalized Curie point lies at t = 0, the normalized values for the model calculations are S = 5/2, implying
a� 2.14 and b� 0.97, k=10� 5 and h=10� 6. The plots show spherical averages over all angles f for an isotropic
distribution of easy axes.
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ferrimagnetic crystals is so small that they contain
only a small number of atoms in at least one di-
mension, this can lead to a considerable reduction
of the particles’ ordering temperature TC (particle)
as compared to the TC of the bulk material. A
detailed theoretical evaluation of this effect is
given in Shcherbakov et al. [2012]. In this case,
the magnetic susceptibility reflects the lowered TC

due to the particle size distribution. For magnetite
this becomes a noticeable effect when at least one
of the particle dimensions is less than �15 nm.
The reduction in TC, e.g., for spherical magnetite
grains of 10 nm diameter is about 30 K, and
for smaller grains becomes rapidly larger [Sadeh
et al., 2000].

[41] If the particles are large enough to essentially or-
der at the bulkTC, they still are superparamagnetic in
the range between TC and their respective blocking
temperatures TB. In this temperature interval the ini-
tial magnetic susceptibility is dominated by thermal
fluctuations of the relatively large ordered particles.
This superparamagnetic susceptibility is consider-
ably more prominent than the para-effect due to the
variation of Ms with field. Thereby the peak of the
total magnetic initial susceptibility will be lowered
to TB, clearly below TC.

[42] A calculation of the peak position for magne-
tite can be based on a single-domain particle of vol-
ume v, and shape anisotropy with demagnetizing
factor 1/3 ≤N ≤ 2/3. Its energy barrier to magnetiza-
tion changes then is

Eb ¼ m0NMs Tð Þ2v; (28)

leading to a relaxation time

t ¼ t0 exp
Eb

2kBT

� �
; (29)

where t0� 10� 9 s is the spin relaxation time, and
kB is the Boltzmann constant [Shcherbakov and
Fabian, 2005]. For susceptibility measurements a
particle is considered blocked with wSP=0 if the
critical relaxation time is more than t=0.1� 1 s, or

log t=t0ð Þ ≥ 20: (30)

[43] WithMs(T)�Ms,0(1�T/TC)
1/2, and by defin-

ing a particle temperatureTv ¼ m0N M 2
s;0v= 40kBð Þ,

the blocking temperature TB from (30) after
substituting (29) and (28) yields

TB � 1
1
TC

þ 1
Tv

; (31)

TB corresponds to the Hopkinson peak temperature
T* of magnetic susceptibility above which the
volume specific superparamagnetic susceptibility

wSP Tð Þ ¼ m0Ms Tð Þ2 v
3kB T

; (32)

is the dominant contribution. In Figure 6 this peak
temperature is plotted as a function of diameter
for spherical magnetite particles.

d180 (μm) χdw

T(oC) T(oC)

2 5 5010

Figure 5. (a) Approximate width of 180� Bloch walls in magnetite as a function of temperature. This width
determines the minimal size for particles which contribute susceptibility due to domain wall movement at the given
temperature. (b) Approximate relative susceptibility variation due to domain-wall motion for four particle sizes in
magnetite. The numbers indicate approximate particle diameter in micrometers.
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4. A New Procedure to Improve Curie
Point Measurements

[44] In this section an improved technique for fast
high-temperature measurements, using a VSM, is
described. The common measurement scheme, as,
e.g., implemented in the PMC Inc. HT-VSM and
most Curie balances, is to apply a constant field H
during heating and cooling, and to measure the
values M(H,T ). A typical result of this procedure
is shown in Figure 7a for a calibration sample
containing magnetite and hematite (TTC is the tem-
perature at the thermocouple). To minimize thermal
hysteresis, and to achieve an accurate value for TC,
the temperature changes must be slow enough to
permit thermal equilibration of the sample at each
temperature step. Hence, even for relatively small
samples, a full heating curve up to 600–700�C
requires a measurement time of 30–60 min.

[45] The proposed new method uses the inevitable
waiting time at each temperature step to measure
not only a single value, but a full magnetization curve
at different field values. For a high-temperature VSM
(PMC Inc.), it is convenient to measure a sequence of

saturation-initial curves Msi(H,T) [Fabian and von
Dobeneck, 1997; Fabian, 2003].

[46] At each temperature step Ti to Ti+1, the sample
is heated in zero field to Ti+1. To minimize

sphere diameter (nm)

T* (oC)

T(oC)

normalized)

2520 30 40

6050

Figure 6. Approximate peak temperature T* for the
Hopkinson peak in magnetite as estimated from (31).
Volume is transferred to an equivalent spherical diameter,
and the error band takes into account a range of t=0.01� 1
s and of the demagnetizing factor N=1/4� 1/3.
The inset shows the superparamagnetic susceptibility
wSP(T) for six grain sizes that sets in at the blocking
temperature (vertical line) and decreases with increasing
temperature toward TC according to (32). Numbers
indicate the grains’ spherical diameters in nanometers.
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Figure 7. High-temperature calibration measurements
for a hematite-magnetite sample. At the thermocouple
the temperatureTTC is measured. The offset between sam-
ple temperature and TTC is calibrated to the Curie points
of magnetite at 578�C and hematite at 680�C. (a) The re-
sult of a classical high-temperature magnetization mea-
surement M(H,T) for H=500 mT. (b) Dense sequence
of Msi(H,T) measurements with DT=1�C and DH=50
mT.Measuring Figure 7b requires approximately the same
time as measuring Figure 7a. (c) Individual Msi(H,T)
curves at different thermocouple temperatures (indicated).
For TTC=550�, 590�C, the sample temperature apparently
lies below the Curie temperature of magnetite. For TTC=
630�, 670�, 710�C, it lies between magnetite and hema-
tite, and for TTC=740�C above the Néel temperature of
hematite. Gray lines indicate the high-field tangents, from
which a high-field slope whf(TTC) and an estimate of Ms

(TTC) can be obtained. (d) Plotting all high-field slopes
whf(TTC) shows a clear maximum near the Curie tempera-
ture of magnetite, but does not mark the antiferromagnetic
ordering of hematite.
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measuring time, the field is then increased in rela-
tively large steps (e.g.,DH = 50mT) to the maximum
field (e.g., 1.5 T). Besides the initial saturation, which
took place at Ti, this procedure essentially measures
Msi(H,Ti+1) at temperature Ti+1. The field is
switched off before further heating. Instead of the
single curve shown in Figure 7a, this procedure
returns the two-dimensional data set as in Figure 7b.

[47] If the temperature step is small (e.g., DT = 1 –
3�C), Mrs(Ti) can be determined to good approxima-
tion by the first measurement of Msi(H,Ti) at H = 0.
Otherwise, the average (Msi(0,Ti+1) +Msi(0,Ti� 1))/2
could provide a better estimate of Mrs(Ti). When
heating rate, temperature step DT, and measurement
time (through DH) for eachMs(T)-curve are appropri-
ately chosen, this Msi measurement requires the
same total measurement time as a common M(H, T)
measurement with the same overall heating rate. How-
ever, by acquiringmany data points in differentfields, a
more sophisticated data analysis becomes possible.

[48] Figure 7 visualizes how the measured Msi(T)
curves for several temperatures increase the infor-
mation obtained during one heating cycle. A linear
fit of the high-field region of the Msi(H,Ti) curve at
temperature Ti has the equation Ms(Ti) + whf (Ti)H,
where whf (Ti) is the high-field susceptibility, deter-
mined by paramagnetism and diamagnetism, the
para-effect, or field-induced spin canting. These fits
are represented by gray lines in Figure 7c and yield
estimates for Ms (Ti) and whf (Ti), respectively. Due
to the small temperature step DT, nearly continuous
curves ofMs(T),Mrs(T) and whf (T) can be derived.
Figure 7d shows that for the magnetite-hematite
calibration sample a clear peak in whf (T) for mag-
netite indicates the para-effect close to the Curie
point, while the antiferromagnetic ordering transi-
tion for hematite shows no discernible peak.

4.1. Field-dependent M(T ) Curves

[49] Using temperature-dependent measurements
of quarter hysteresis loops it is possible to construct
induced magnetization M(H,T ) curves for any
value of H. In Figure 8a this is done for an Icelan-
dic basalt containing fine-grained magnetite. Using
this data set, it is also possible to construct a plot of
m3/h, which according to equation (8) in case of a
pure magnetic mineralogy at TC should be constant
as a function of h. Figure 8b shows that this
version of the Arrott plot gives a precise estimate
of TC� 574�C for this sample. To compare this
with estimates from other determinations, Figure 8c
plots m0,m00, high-field susceptibility, Ms(T), and
Mrs(T). In agreement with Landau theory, the

minimum of m0, or the zero of m00, appears to be
independent of the applied field within measurement
precision. However, the position of this minimum is
closer to 571�C, and thus slightly lower than the
estimate from the Arrott plot. In any case, the maxi-
mum of m00 varies with field intensity and always
lies about 10–15�C above TC. The lower panel
shows that the two-tangent method of Grommé
et al. [1969] essentially coincides with the peak
determination of m00 and correspondingly overesti-
mates TC. It should be noted that the measured
Mrs (T) curve does not fully vanish at TC � 574�C.
This residual remanence is probably due to miner-
alogical inhomogeneity within this natural sample,
leading to a distribution of Curie points as sketched
in Figure 1. The vanishing of remanent magnetiza-
tion sensitively traces the upper end of the TC

distribution, while the other methods record a
lower average TC value. The peak of whf (T) in
Figure 8c lies some 5�C above TC, in agreement
with Landau theory. The advantage of this Landau
peak is that it also can be found in samples containing
several magnetic minerals, as in Figure 9. Here it very
accurately delimitates the Curie point of the magnetite
phase, which lies 30–40�C above the maximum of the
initial susceptibility.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

5.1. Discussion

[50] The aim of this article is twofold. It gives an
overview of the relevant physical mechanisms that
influence the classic methods of Curie point tem-
perature determination, and introduces an improved
measurement method to infer several magnetization
parameters in one single high-temperature run.

[51] By evaluating previous work, including our
own, we became aware that for the last decades
the methods used for determining Curie points in
rock and paleomagnetism were not based on a solid
physical foundation, and mostly systematically
overestimate TC. The reason why this has not been
improved previously is that for most practical pur-
poses the errors are negligible, and that the calibra-
tion of the instrumentation is based on similarly
overestimated Curie point temperatures. Thereby,
the numerical values reported were not too far off
from the correct values. However, in cases where
the difference between the calibration point and
the measured TC is large, the literature certainly
contains Curie point temperatures off by tens of
degrees. Serious problems occur in studies which
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compare Curie point temperatures obtained by dif-
ferent physical measurements, like susceptibility
and in-field measurements. Many of these results
should be reevaluated.

[52] The new measurement scheme presented here
has several advantages over a usual high-field mea-
surement. It efficiently uses the waiting time for
thermal equilibration to determine Ms (T), Mrs

(T), and whf (T) in one run. By interpolation one
can construct all curves M(H,T ), and generate

Arrott plots. Especially the measurement of whf (T)
has not been used previously to determine TC, but
proves useful to distinguish ferrimagnetic from (weak)
antiferromagnetic phases.

5.1.1. The Role of Paramagnetic Susceptibility

[53] For rock magnetic applications it is of interest
to estimate at which concentration of an admixed
paramagnetic material the determination of TC for
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Figure 8. High-temperature measurements on an Icelandic basalt ST107A, containing fine-grained magnetite. (a)
Induced magnetization M(B,T) for different values of the inducing field B. (b) Plots of (M(B,T)/M(1,T))3/B versus B
for different temperatures. Landau theory predicts that this plot should yield the constant value 1 for T=TC. (c)
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vertical line indicates TC = 574�C as derived from Figure 8b.
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the ferrimagnetic phase becomes problematic. The
magnetization of the paramagnetic material near
the Curie point of the ferrimagnetic phase is

Mp TCð Þ ¼ g2 S S þ 1ð Þm2Bn
3 kB T

H ¼ g S þ 1ð ÞmB n

3
h; (33)

where h is defined by (18). Using the ferrimagnetic
magnetization given by (8) with a concentration c
of Fe ions yields the total magnetization

M TCð Þ ¼ mB n cmþ 1� cð Þ S þ 1ð Þ
3S

h

� �
(34)

¼ mB n h1=3 c þ 1� cð Þ S þ 1ð Þ
3S

h2=3
� �

: (35)

[54] The two contributions from paramagnetic and
ferrimagnetic materials are approximately of the
same size, when c � h2/3, which for high fields
(h=10� 3) means c < 1%. This result explains
why the determination of TC from a single high-
field M(H,T ) curve can be seriously influenced or
made impossible by a coexisting paramagnetic
mineral that contains 100–1000 times more Fe than
the ferrimagnetic mineral, especially if the latter is

inhomogeneous, with Curie point temperatures dis-
tributed over a few degrees Celsius.

[55] In this case again the new method has the
advantage that it determines an Ms(T) curve that,
due to extrapolation to H = 0, is less affected by
the paramagnetic phase.

[56] When looking at the initial susceptibility, a
relative concentration of c� 0.01� 0.1% of ferri-
magnetic minerals marks a practical detection limit,
because at this point the paramagnetic susceptibility
exceeds the ferrimagnetic, and the onset of ordering
cannot be identified reliably.

5.2. Conclusions

[57] The outcome of the Curie point determination
depends on grain size and on the measurement
method. The approximate grain sizes given below
are values for magnetite, but their order of magni-
tude applies similarly to many magnetic minerals.

(1) For extremely fine grains with sizes of 1–20
nm, the ordering temperature Tord lies below the
bulk TC by about 1–100�C, depending on size
[Shcherbakov et al., 2012]. In this case, any measure-
ment method yields an incorrect result, if the mea-
sured ordering temperature is interpreted as a bulk
TC for a particular mineral.

(2) Particles with size up to some 100 nm be-
have superparamagnetically above their blocking
temperature, which can be several tens to hundreds
degrees below TC. For these grains, the peak of
weak field susceptibility (Hopkinson peak) corre-
sponds to this average blocking temperature. Only
strong field measurements provide the bulk Ms(T)
curve indicating TC by the minimum of dMs/dT.
They may also show the Landau peak of dMs/dH
slightly above TC (Figure 2b).

(3) Grains with single-domain blocking
temperature close toTC. In these grains, the Hopkinson
peak lies within a few degrees of TC. In a strong
field the minimum of dMs/dT corresponds to TC and
the Landau peak of dMs/dH lies only 5–10� above
TC. This peak theoretically occurs also in weak-field
susceptibility, but might be completely buried
under the step-like increase of the induced mag-
netization generated by the rotation of vectors m
from the easy axes directions. The contributions of
superparamagnetic and rotational susceptibilities are

wSP ¼ M 2
s V

3kB T
; (36)

and
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Figure 9. High-temperature measurements on a sample
containingmagnetite and hematite (Tenant Creek, Australia).
The top panel shows the extrapolatedMs(T) and the approx-
imate Mrs(T ) from the measuredMsi(H,T ) curves. The
bottom panel contains the low- and high-field magnetic
susceptibilities inferred from the same data set.
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wrot ¼
M 2

s V

6K
: (37)

Their ratio wSP/wrot=2KV/(kBT) increases on
cooling, and by definition assumes a value of about
50 at the blocking temperature Tb. Hence, wSP
dominates over wrot until more than 98% of the
particle volume is thermally blocked.

[58] (4) Multidomain grains. In a strong field
again the minimum of dMsdT indicates TC, and the
Landau peak of dMs/dH lies only 5–10� above TC.
In weak fields the dominant magnetization change
is due to domain wall movement. Close below
TC, domain walls become very large due to rapidly
vanishing magnetocrystalline anisotropy. Other
inhomogeneous magnetization structures, like
multivortex structures, may emerge. These structures
are also easily moved by an external field and produce
a susceptibility similar to that of domainwallmovement.

[59] In summary, strong field measurements always
produce a minimum of dMs/dT at TC, and for ferri-
magnetic minerals a Landau peak of dMs/dH slightly
above TC, while weak-field magnetic susceptibility
rather yields a step-like increase withmaximumbelow
TC. For superparamagnetic grain sizes, the downward
shift of the maximum can be several tens of degrees. If
the particles contain only few atomic layers, surface
effects decrease the average exchange coupling and
can dramatically lower the ordering temperature.

Appendix A

Initial Susceptibility Due to Rotation
Against Anisotropy Near the Curie Point

[60] We start from equations (12), (19), and (20).
The measured magnetization in a field h is the
projection on the field direction averaged over all
directions of anisotropy axes.

mavg hð Þ ¼
Zp=2
0

m f; hð Þ cos y f; hð Þ sin fdf: (A1)

[61] The susceptibility w0= (dmavg/dh)(0) is then
obtained from

w0 ¼ lim
h!0

Zp=2
0

dm

dh
cos y�m sin y

dy
dh

� �
sin fdf: (A2)

[62] From the derivatives of (19) and (20) with
respect to h one obtains for h = 0 with y(f,0)=f

atþ 3bm2
� � dm

dh
¼ cos y; (A3)

km

2
2
dy
dh

þ sin y ¼ 0: (A4)

[63] In the first expression one can insert the rela-
tions m2=� at/b, cos y=cosf, and in the second
one can use sin y=sinf to obtain

dm

dh
¼ � cos f

2at
; (A5)

dy
dh

¼ � sinf
km

: (A6)

[64] Inserting this into (A2) and again replacing
y by f the equation simplifies to

w0 ¼
Zp=2
0

� cos2f
2at

þ sin2f
k

� �
sin fdf: (A7)

[65] This integral is now readily evaluated and yields

w0 ¼ � 1

6at
þ 2

3k
: (A8)
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